[招待講演] Amplitude drops facilitate categorization and discrimination of length contrasts
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Abstract Kato et al. showed that given streams of sounds, listeners use amplitude changes to demarcate segmental boundaries [5]. This study builds on this result and argues that amplitude changes facilitate categorization and discrimination of consonantal short/long contrasts in intervocalic position. Given non-speech stimuli mimicking VCV-sequences, larger amplitude changes in VC- and CV-transitions improved the perceptibility of the length of C. The result implies that in real speech, short/long contrasts are harder to perceive for more sonorous consonants. This conclusion in turn accords well with the phonological, cross-linguistic observation that geminates of more sonorous consonants are dispreferred more strongly in natural languages [7; 13; 14], instantiating a case of contrast dispersion [3; 9].
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1. Introduction
Previous cross-linguistic phonological studies of geminates—or long consonants—have identified two typological tendencies: (i) many languages lack sonorant geminates, and (ii) within sonorant geminates, more sonorous geminates are more strongly disfavored [7; 13; 14]. (This paper assumes the following, standard sonority scale: obstruents < nasals < liquids < glides, [12]¹). Previous studies argue that the first observation—the cross-linguistic rarity of sonorant geminates—has its roots in the difficulty of perceiving singleton/geminate contrasts. Since segmental boundaries are not (psycho)acoustically clear-cut for sonorants because of their spectral continuity with surrounding vowels, it is difficult to perceive sonorants’ constriction duration accurately. This difficulty leads to lower perceptibility of singleton/geminate contrasts for sonorants than for obstruents. Since languages disfavor contrasts that are not highly perceptible [3; 9], languages tend to avoid sonorant geminates.

Building on previous work [7; 13; 14], the current study addresses the second observation about sonorant geminates: within sonorant geminates, languages tend to disfavor more sonorous geminates. This paper builds on Kato et al.’s [5] result to explore the phonetic grounding of this cross-linguistic tendency. Kato et al. showed that given streams of sounds, listeners use amplitude changes to demarcate segmental boundaries. The current study shows that amplitude changes facilitate categorization and discrimination of short/long contrasts. Given non-speech stimuli mimicking VCV-sequences, larger amplitude changes in VC- and CV-transitions improve the perceptibility of the length of C.

The current results may thus offer a phonetic explanation for why geminates of more sonorous consonants are disfavored more strongly in (at least some) natural languages. The results of the current experiments show that consonantal short/long contrasts in VCV sequences are less perceptible when there are smaller

¹ The relative sonority distinctions among different segments within liquids may be complicated [12]. We will observe later in section 2 that rhotic geminates tend to be more dispreferred than lateral geminates. See footnote 3 for more discussion.
amplitude changes in VC- and CV-transitions. Since more sonorous consonants (e.g. glides) involve smaller amplitude changes with respect to surrounding vowels, the current results imply that the singleton/geminate distinction should be harder to perceive for more sonorous consonants. If we embrace the principle of contrast dispersion in which languages disfavor contrasts that are hard to perceive [3; 9], the current results offer an explanation as to why some languages disprefer geminates of more sonorous consonants more strongly.

2. Phonological observation

First, we review evidence from three languages which shows that, within sonorant geminates, languages disfavor geminates of higher sonority consonants more strongly. The first example comes from Japanese, which has lexical singleton/geminate contrasts in nasals, but not in liquids or glides [6]. For example, Japanese has words like samma ‘fish name’ and konna ‘this’ with a long nasal, as opposed to sama ‘Mr./Mrs./Ms’ and kon ‘powder’ with a short nasal. On the other hand, Japanese lacks words with long liquids or glides.

Japanese also provides evidence from a phonological alternation for a restriction against liquid geminates and glide geminates. The suffix [-ri] causes gemination of root-final consonants of mimetic roots, as in (1) [8]. However, when the root-final consonant is [r], it fails to show gemination. When it is a glide, it shows insertion of a coda nasal, instead of gemination. The examples in (2) show that Japanese actively avoids creating liquid geminates and glide geminates.

(1) Root-final gemination by [-ri]
   a. /bata-(bata)/ → [buttari]
   b. /sina-(sina)/ → [sinnari]

(2) Liquids and glides do not geminate
   a. /koro-(koro)/ → [korori], *[korrori]
   b. /huwa-(huwa)/ → [huNwari], *[huwwarari]
   c. /boya-(boya)/ → [boNyari], *[boyyari]

Ilokano offers another example of a case in which more sonorous geminates are avoided more strongly ([4]: 270-271). Ilokano resolves hiatus by changing the first vowel into a glide, and this glide formation causes compensatory gemination of the preceding consonant. This gemination process usually applies to obstruents, as in (3). In the same environment, gemination is marginally possible for nasals and [l], as in (4). According to [4], gemination of these consonants is optional, possibly with lexical variation. Gemination never applies to [r, w, y], as in (5). The difference between (4) and (5) shows that Ilokano speakers avoid more sonorous geminates more strongly. (See footnote 3 for more on rhotic geminates.)

(3) Obstruents usually become geminates after gliding of vowels
   a. /hüto-én/ → [luttwén]
   b. /pag-½ayso-án/ → [pag?asswán]
   c. /kina-?apó-án/ → [kina?appwán]
   d. /bági-én/ → [baggyén]
   c. /pag-?atäke-án/ → [pag?atatkyán]

(4) Nasals and [l] only sporadically become geminates
   a. /dámó-én/ → [dammwén], *[dammwén]
   b. /na-?alino-án/ → [na?alínwán], *[na?alinnwán]
   c. /pag-?alino-án/ → [pag?alínwán], *[pag?alinnwán]
   d. /bálc-án/ → [balyán], *[ballyán]

(5) [r, w, y] never become geminates
   a. /pag-?ári-án/ → [pag?áryán]
   b. /káro-án/ → [karwán]
   c. ?Táyo-én/ → [Táywén]
   d. /baböwi-én/ → [babawýén]

The final example comes from Berber. In Berber, to derive incomplete forms, medial consonants become geminates, as shown in (6). However, when medial consonants are [R] or [w], they become stop geminates, as in (7) ([2]: 194-195).

(6) Gemination in incomplete form
   a. /nkR-mi/ → [nkkR]
   b. /ldi-mi/ → [lddi]
   c. /ngi-mi/ → [nggi]
   d. /nsa-mi/ → [nssa]
   e. /nza-mi/ → [nzza]

(7) Stopping of sonorant geminates
   a. /nlRa-mi/ → [nqqa]
   b. /lrRa-mi/ → [rqq]
   c. /rwl-mi/ → [rgq*]
   d. /rwa-mi/ → [ngg*]

(8) [l] becomes a geminate without hardening
   a. /{//l}a-mi/ → [ilhu]

[l] becomes a geminate without hardening in this position, as in (8). Berber thus instantiates yet another
case in which geminates with higher sonority are more strongly avoided, as [w] is more sonorous than [l] (see footnote 3 for a caveat about rhotic geminates.)

In summary, the examples reviewed in this section show that even in these languages that allow sonorant geminates, geminates with higher sonority are disfavored more strongly. This paper pursues the hypothesis that this effect of sonority derives from the fact that amplitude changes facilitate the perception of segmental boundaries [5].

Given VCV sequences, larger amplitude changes in both VC- and CV- transitions should facilitate the demarcation of consonantal boundaries. If so, sonorants with high sonority (for example, glides) have a disadvantage in signaling their edges with respect to the surrounding vowels. Since the singleton/geminate distinction primarily relies on the perception of segmental durations (see [6] for a review), listeners have more difficulty in accurately perceiving the singleton/geminate distinction of more sonorous consonants. To test this hypothesis, the current study uses identification and discrimination experiments to investigate whether larger amplitude drops facilitate the categorization and discrimination of short/long contrasts.

3. Experiment I: Discrimination Experiment

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Stimuli

The current experiment used non-speech sine waves to control for factors other than amplitude drops. All the stimuli mimicked VCV structures in natural languages, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. All components were made out of pure sine waves, but with different amplitudes. The vocalic intervals were 100ms and 70dB. The consonants were either short (80ms) or long (145ms) with 10 ms transitions on each side. In one condition, the consonant was 64dB (henceforth the 6dB drop condition, Figure 1) and in the other condition the consonant was 52dB (the 18dB drop condition, Figure 2).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[vowel]</td>
<td>[consonant]</td>
<td>[vowel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[vowel]</td>
<td>[consonant]</td>
<td>[vowel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>Time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0845</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is acknowledged that gemination of rhotics is likely to also involve, in addition to the perceptual problem hypothesized here, articulatory difficulties: it is articulatorily difficult/impossible to lengthen a tap because a tap involves a short closure in the first place; a trill faces its own articulatory/aerodynamic difficulty [16]. A clear comparison can still be made between nasals and glides, for example.

It is also noted that this confusability problem is not all that governs phonological properties of geminates in all natural languages: other phonetic and phonological factors are likely to be relevant. This paper therefore focuses on explaining why the three languages reviewed in section 2 show stronger dispreference against sonorant geminates with high sonority.

The hypothesis pursued here focuses on the perception of singleton/geminate distinctions in intervocalic position (or at least inter-sonorantal position, as in the case of Berber). The case of non-intervocalic geminates is set aside here. See [1; 11] for discussion of word-initial geminates.
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Figure 1. The 6dB drop condition. The top panel=short; the bottom panel=long. Time scale=400ms.
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Figure 2. The 18dB drop condition. The top panel=short; the bottom panel=long. Time scale=400ms.
3.1.2. Procedure

The task was a same-different discrimination (AX-discrimination) experiment. The experiment had four pairs of combinations of S(hort) and L(ong) stimuli—SS (same), LL (same), SL (different), LS (different)—for each of the two conditions. The ISI (inter-stimulus interval) was 400ms. Given each pair of stimuli, the participants were asked whether the two sounds were the same or different. The ITI (inter-trial interval) was 500ms. Superlab (ver 4.0, Cedrus) was used to present the stimuli and feedback. All the participants wore high quality headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 Pro), and registered their responses using an RB-730 response box (Cedrus).

Participants first went through all the stimuli once in the practice block and received feedback in the form of the correct answer (i.e. same or different). The order of the stimuli was randomized. An experimenter stayed with the participants during the practice run so that if the participants had remaining questions, they could be answered.

The main session presented 50 repetitions of all the stimuli, thus a total of 400 pairs (50 repetitions * 4 same-different pairs * 2 amplitude change conditions). The order of the stimuli was randomized in the main session, and the participants received feedback during the main session as well. The experiment took place in a sound-attenuated phonetics laboratory at Rutgers University.

3.1.3. Participants

Twenty-three native speakers of English participated in this experiment. They received extra course credit for their classes. English does not have singleton/geminate contrasts, so their native language knowledge should not have made one particular short/long contrast easier to discriminate than the other contrast.

3.1.4. Analysis

To analyze the results, $d'$-values were calculated as a measure of discrimination to tease apart sensitivity from bias. Given the roving mode of the experiment in which different types of pairs were presented in one session, the $d'$-values were calculated based on a differentiating mode of discrimination [10: 221-225], using p<2phy package of R [15]. The $d'$-values between the two conditions were compared using a within-subject t-test.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 illustrates the results of the discrimination experiment. The scatterplot compares $d'$-values in the two different conditions. Each point shows a pair of $d'$-values for each participant. Any point that is to the right of the diagonal axis shows that the listener had a higher $d'$-value in the 18dB drop condition. We observe that almost all listeners showed higher degree of sensitivity to a short/long contrast in the 18dB drop condition.

![Detectability index (d')]()  

The average $d'$-values were statistically higher for the 18dB drop condition than the 6dB drop condition (1.94 vs. 1.35, t(22) = 5.54, p < .001). The experiment thus shows that larger amplitude changes do facilitate the discrimination of singleton/geminate contrasts.

If we interpret the results in terms of actual speech, short/long contrasts should be less perceptible for sonorants with higher sonority (e.g. glides) than for sonorants with lower sonority (e.g. nasals). Consonants with higher sonority involve less of an amplitude change from surrounding vowels, which would make the perception of their duration—and consequently their short/long contrasts—more difficult to perceive. This result matches well with the actual phonological observation that geminates with higher sonority are disfavored more strongly in Japanese, Ilokano and Berber (section 2).

4. Experiment II: Identification Experiment

The previous discrimination experiment shows that it is harder to distinguish a short/long pair when the consonant intervals involve smaller amplitude changes with respect to the surrounding vocalic intervals. The second
experiment followed up on this result with an identification experiment, which addressed whether smaller amplitude changes make it harder to learn the short and long categories. Although a discrimination experiment has an advantage for experimental participants in that they do not need to learn two categories, an identification experiment may emulate the language acquisition situation more closely. During the course of language acquisition, learners need to learn the short and long categories based on tokens presented in isolation.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Procedure

The identification experiment used the same set of stimuli as the discrimination experiment. However, in this experiment, VCV tokens (each panel of Figures 1 & 2) were presented in isolation. Listeners learned two categories differing in the duration of the consonant interval (short or long) in the practice phase, and were tested on how well they learned each category in the two different conditions (the 6dB drop condition and the 18dB drop condition). Listeners were not told that the two categories were based on durational differences; instead the short category was labeled as A and the long category was labeled as B.

Since a pilot experiment showed that it is difficult to learn the two categories (A and B) for several types of non-speech sounds at the same time, each type of stimulus (the 6dB drop condition and the 18dB drop condition) was blocked into smaller, separate sessions, each with its own practice phase and testing phase. The order of learning the two categories was counterbalanced across the participants.

The practice session consisted of three phases. The first phase presented five repetitions of A-B chains, followed by five repetitions of B-A chains. The second phase presented five repetitions of A in isolation and five repetitions of B in isolation. In the final practice phase, the participants were tested on 15 tokens of each category with feedback. The main session contained 90 tokens each of the short and long stimuli (a total of 180 stimuli). The order of the stimuli was randomized during the main sessions. Feedback was provided in the main session as well, because a pilot experiment without feedback resulted in performances near chance.

Similar to the discrimination experiment, Superlab was used to present the stimuli and feedback. All the participants wore high quality headphones, and registered their responses using an RB-730 response box. The experiment took place in a sound-attenuated phonetics laboratory at Rutgers University.

4.1.2. Participants

Twenty native speakers of English participated in this experiment. They all received extra credit for their class. There is no overlap between the participants of Experiment I and those of Experiment II.

4.1.3. Analysis

D’-values were calculated as a measure of sensitivity using the formula, $z(\text{Hit}) - z(\text{False Alarm})$. The $d'$-values in the two conditions were compared using a within-subject t-tests.

4.2. Results and discussion

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of $d'$-values for each listener in the identification experiment.
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Figure 4: The distributions of $d'$-values: the identification experiment.

As expected from the results of the discrimination experiment, listeners learned the contrast between short and long better in the 18dB drop condition than in the 6dB drop condition. Almost all listeners showed higher $d'$-values in the 18dB drop condition, and the difference between the two conditions was significant (averages: 1.74 vs. 0.53, $t(19) = 4.68, p < 001$). The results thus show the short and long categories are easier to learn when there is a larger amplitude drop.

---

5 Hit is the probability of saying A given A, and False Alarm is the probability of saying A given B.
5. General discussion

The results of the two experiments show that larger amplitude changes facilitate both discrimination and categorization of short/long contrasts. The results are as expected given the previous results that amplitude changes facilitate perceptual demarcation of segmental boundaries [5]. The results also imply that, since more sonorous consonants (e.g. glides) involve smaller amplitude changes with respect to surrounding vowels, the singleton/geminate distinction would be harder to perceive in more sonorous consonants. The results thus accord well with the cross-linguistic tendency that within sonorants, the more sonorous a consonant is, the more strongly it is avoided. With the principle of contrast dispersion in which languages disfavor contrasts that are hard to perceive [3; 9], the results may explain why geminates of more sonorous consonants are more strongly disfavored.
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